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FDI RELAXATION, BOOST TO
SINGLE-BRAND RETAIL GIVES
RETAILERS POST BUDGET CHEER

The Union Budget 2019 proposal to relax local sourcing
conditions in the retail sector makes a positive impact for
the retailers as brands continue to take giant steps towards
business expansion. Here’s a look at some of the prominent
headlines last month...
By IMAGES Retail Bureau

ADITYA BIRLA FASHION
ACQUIRES 51 PC STAKE IN
FINESSE INTERNATIONAL
DESIGN
Aditya Birla Fashion & Retail
Ltd (ABFRL) announced
a partnership with India’s
leading designers Shantanu
& Nikhil with the acquisition of 51
percent stake in Finesse International
Design, a company primarily engaged
in the business of bespoke occasion and
ceremonial contemporary apparel for men
and women.
The ABFRL acquisition committee
of the board of directors approved the
acquisition by way of signing the share

representation of this design philosophy,”
he said in a statement. Dikshit said
Indian ethnic wear is a large segment in
Indian fashion market and the company
has identiﬁed it as an important growth
opportunity
Shantanu Mehra and Nikhil Mehra said
the strategic joint venture of this Shantanu
Mehra and Nikhil Mehra said the strategic
joint venture of this sort is perhaps only
the ﬁrst-of-its-kind where fashion meets
business and one that will redeﬁne the
Indian fashion landscape.
“With this unique collaboration, India
will now be the new playground for
accessible designer wear in its truest form.”
ABFRL is a part of US$ 48.3 billion (about
`3.35 lakh crores) Aditya Birla Group. With
revenue of `8,118 crore spanning retail
space of 7.5 million square feet, ABFRL
has a strong network of 2,714 brand stores
across 750 cities in the country.

ITC EYEING STRATEGIC
ACQUISITIONS IN FMCG
BUSINESS
Diversiﬁed
conglomerate
ITC Ltd is engaging with
and investing in start-ups
while looking at strategic
opportunities for acquisitions to accelerate
growth in the FMCG business.
“Around 25 percent of ITC’s segment
revenue is from newer FMCG businesses.
To accelerate growth in the FMCG

subscription and purchase agreement.
“Indian consumers are increasingly
seeking contemporary India inspired
designer wear in their wardrobes which
combines the best of modern fashion with
Indian traditions,” said Ashish Dikshit,
Managing Director, ABFRL.
“Brand Shantanu & Nikhil is the ﬁnest

businesses, the endeavour is not only to
fortify the existing categories towards
delivering industry leading performance
but also to foray into newer categories and
sub-segments,” said Sanjiv Puri Chairmancum-Managing Director, ITC addressing
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CASH ON DELIVERY:

E-Commerce’s
Pain Point

IMAGES Retail spoke with some prominent e-commerce
players in India on the concept of Cash on Delivery,
and what it means for them in terms of business and
customer acquisition…
By Zainab S Kazi

S

hruti Barrot’s cash on delivery
order, a white shirt, has arrived
and the delivery executive is
waiting at the door. However,
Shruti had happened upon
a cheaper, smarter piece, which ﬁt her
during her mall visit a day earlier and
now she didn’t need this anymore. To
avoid the embarrassment of facing the
delivery executive, she decided – since
she had nothing to lose – to just let him
keep ringing the doorbell till he got tired
of waiting and walked away. Opening the
door would have also meant the long,
tedious process of cancelling the order
and putting in a return request and the bet
option here was just letting the executive
cancel the delivery.
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As easy as it sounded for Shruti, the fact
is that this entire process cost the company
a few hundred rupees. This is wrong on
so many levels but the trend of Cash on
Delivery (COD), introduced in the industry by
e-commerce major Flipkart, has made online
shoppers irresponsible. Unfortunately, to stay
in the game, the majority of online retailers
have no choice but to pamper their customers
with this payment option.
COD – the concept that began oﬀ being a
boon and then quickly turned into a bane for a
lot of online retailers – is here to say. However,
if given a choice, most online players would
want to do away with it (some of them have
been brave enough to do it already), but none
of the bigger players, including Amazon,
Flipkart, Myntra, have abolished the practice
from their sites yet.
However, most big players are trying to their
bit to do away with COD as much as possible,
trying to dissuade people from opting for the
COD mode. E-commerce biggies like Amazon,
Flipkart, BigBasket, Groﬀers etc. have started
oﬀering the ‘Card on Delivery’ option. Delivery
agents are incentivised to persuade people
opting to pay in cash to pay using their card
at the time of accepting the delivery. A vast
majority of these players have also initiated the
wallet system culture where the customer is
rewarded with hefty cashbacks on loading his
wallet for a particular amount. The shopping
amount then is deducted from the shopper’s
wallet thus eventually taking them away from
opting for the COD mode of payment.

28 What’s Hot
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WHAT IS LIFEWEAR?
LifeWear is UNIQLO’s
commitment to creating
perfect clothing that meets
the needs of everyone’s daily
lifestyles. It is simple, highquality, everyday clothing
with a practical sense of
beauty – ingenious in detail,
thought through with life’s
needs in mind and always
evolving.

UNIQLO to Enter India in
October 2019 with 3 Stores
in Delhi
The ﬁrst UNIQLO store at Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj, measures
close to 35,000 sq. ft. in total sales area on three levels and will feature
prominent store-front branding through UNIQLO’s unique red colour…
By Charu Lamba

J

apanese global apparel retailer, UNIQLO, has announced a strategic rollout plan for its foray
into India this fall. Given the size and fast growth of the Indian market, the brand, for the
ﬁrst time, will be launching three separate stores. The ﬁrst of three UNIQLO stores will open
in October 2019 in New Delhi.
“We are committed to the Indian market and are very excited to be launching our ﬁrst three
stores in Delhi, a region that embraces diversity and culture, from art and design to craftmanship and
fashion,” said Tadashi Yanai, UNIQLO Founder and Chairman, President & CEO, Fast Retailing.
“The opening of our ﬁrst store, UNIQLO Ambience Mall Vasant Kunj, followed by a second and
third store a little later, represents a signiﬁcant step in our company’s global strategy. We look forward
to oﬀering our high-quality, aﬀordable LifeWear apparel to the people of India,” he added.
The ﬁrst UNIQLO store at Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj, measures close to 35,000 sq. ft. in total
sales area on three levels and will feature prominent store-front branding through UNIQLO’s unique
red colour. The full range of LifeWear will be available for men, women, kids and babies, including the
popular line of UTs (UNIQLO T-shirts).
The second and third UNIQLO stores will be located at DLF Place Saket, a newly renovated
shopping destination set to reopen in Fall, and DLF CyberHub, respectively. Each of the two sites
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Express Avenue Celebrates 9 Years
of Successful Retail
As Express Avenue celebrates its ninth anniversary, IMAGES
Retail takes a walk down memory lane, highlighting the key
achievements and oﬀerings of the mall…
By IMAGES Retail Bureau

E

xpress Avenue, the brainchild
of its Managing Director
Kavita Singhania, is often
described as the platform
which introduced a whole
new dimension of style and glamour to
the lifestyle of people living in Chennai.
When the entire country’s retail growth
was concentrated in the North and West,
she envisaged and worked towards
building Express Avenue in Chennai. In
2010, Chennai as a city did not have a
single organised mall. It was her vision
that redeﬁned the mallscape in the
city by gifting it its ﬁrst internationally
designed world-class shopping centre.
Nine years on, Express Avenue boasts
of a gamut of leading international and
national brands of repute in its premises,
with the promise of opening many more
in the future.

The Journey
The journey of the mall has been quite
interesting. Express Avenue was launched
in 2010, amidst serious doubt about the
potential of running such a huge mall in
a very conservative market. The launch
turned out to be a roaring success and laid

to rest the arguments of many skeptics. As
Kavita Singhania rightly said, “Chennai
was ready for transformation” and the
successful launch of the mall proved her
correct.
The creation and success of Express
Avenue has also paved the way for other
malls, leading to the creation of a retail
market that is second to none in Chennai.

Factors Leading to Success
Express Avenue has a perfect mix of the
key elements that determine the success
of any shopping centre in the country
today – a great location, a catchment area
second to none, a category and brand mix
to be envious of and an entertainment
quotient – including dining options –
that’s par excellence. And, it never failed
to disappoint its customers on these
parameters. The mall gained popularity,
as more and more consumers felt
connected to the services and facilities.
Express Avenue followed a superior
zoning strategy to ensure that stores are
organised in an ‘easy discovery’ manner
for visitors. The ground ﬂoor, being the
face of the mall, is occupied by some of

